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- **Abstract (300 words):**
  In the era of Big Data and new technologies, one of the main challenges in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) sector is the accessibility to knowledge about landscape and architectural heritage, not only among experts but also to a larger public. The access to specific data, suitable to match predefined needs, is necessary to professionals and administrators for (i) the management of facilities and infrastructures, (ii) the renovation and reuse of buildings or urban areas, and (iii) the simulation of design ideas and future scenarios. The acquisition of data related to existing heritage and their management often involve collaboration with other specialists: the AEC sector has recently adopted digital technologies, which include open formats and platforms to promote data sharing among different parties. This study aims to identify interoperable workflows, by analysing previously developed examples focusing on different scales, from building up to landscape, where meaningful data are successfully exchanged to inform management, design and planning. The purpose is to outline a clear picture of effective collaborative solutions based on the adoption of digital technologies. These solutions are compared and evaluated considering the purposes and needs of the final users, their domain expertise and working tools. The definition of repeatable workflows to
exchange data can support further studies and be widely adopted to improve interoperable processes, capable of optimizing interactions between the involved actors.
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